
PLACE OF ENGLISH IN OUR SYSTEM OF EDICATION

Importance of English Education in Schools language could be better learnt only if the students learn it right from their
elementary classes.

Finland has no standardized tests. A similar percentage of students with disabilities were ELs 9. Once a
student is able to excel in these abilities it could be understood that he or she will be in a state to communicate
both efficiently and effectively. In the times, when the organizations are looking for creative and enthusiastic
individuals, the Indian schools train the young minds, to follow a set curriculum and behave as they are told
for almost fifteen years of their lives. Universities often host prominent guest speakers for student audiences,
e. However, one thing that changed for good during this time was that girls also began to seek education and
were enrolled in schools. Indigenous governments are reluctant to take on the ongoing costs involved. The
Great Vowel Shift explains many irregularities in spelling since English retains many spellings from Middle
English, and it also explains why English vowel letters have very different pronunciations from the same
letters in other languages. It is important that the teachers should make it to a point to enlighten the students
mind with the right way of learning the language. Although I consider myself privileged when it comes to my
history with public education, I personally saw the struggle among my classmates. Incorporation of NMR
spectroscopy into organic chemistry laboratory at Butler The introduction of NMR spectroscopy into the
laboratory during the second semester is place of english in our system education essay without the ability to
run all samples during established laboratory periods. Furthermore, it can enable indigenous communities to
"reclaim and revalue their languages and cultures, and in so doing, improve the educational success of
indigenous students. Similarities â€” in systems or even in ideas â€” that schools share internationally have led
to an increase in international student exchanges. Some of the ways to change our education system for good
include: Focus on Skill Development It is the time for the Indian schools and colleges to stop putting so much
importance to the marks and ranks of the students and focus on skill development instead. University
education includes teaching, research, and social services activities, and it includes both the undergraduate
level sometimes referred to as tertiary education and the graduate or postgraduate level sometimes referred to
as graduate school. However, our Indian education system focuses mainly on theoretical knowledge. Tracking
overall progress is done by the Ministry of Education, which samples groups across different ranges of
schools. It was the British Government who introduced modern education in India, as they wanted some
educated Indians to assist them in administering the state. When senior year came around and I began to study
for my exams, I had to purchase my own IB textbook if I wanted to study at home. This will help them
perform better in different fields as they grow up. The cognitive, problem solving, analytical and creative
thinking skills of the students must be enhanced. To my other chldn. The global campus online, led by
American universities, allows free access to class materials and lecture files recorded during the actual classes.
Lumping our students together and teaching as if they are an individual has only taught students to conform
and not to learn. See tables below the map that identify the 10 districts with the highest concentration of ELs
in terms of number of ELs and percentage of ELs. Focus on Grades The focus of the Indian schools is on
mugging up the chapters to get good grades. However, no concrete steps have yet been taken in this direction.
In informal learning, there is often a reference person, a peer or expert, to guide the learner. Even with the
abundance of information we can access, our schools continue to demand discipline and restrict out-of-the-box
thinking, leaving little or no room for technological teaching methods and innovation within the classroom.
Quality in terms of levels of teacher absence, teaching activity, and pupil to teacher ratios in some countries
are better in LCPSs than in government schools. In addition to it, many extra-curricular activities are also
being introduced by the schools for the all round development of the students. There is a tremendous need to
change this system to ensure proper development of our young generation. The Good and Bad of the Indian
Education System While the people in power discuss the good and the bad in the Indian education system and
whether there is a need to bring in reforms or not, here is a look at the pros and cons of the same.
Evidence-based learning methods such as spaced repetition can increase rate of learning. Regular exams are
held and students are scrutinized at every step. My companion dispensed a poisonous chemical. There are no
lists of top performing schools or teachers. These graphs highlight the fact that English learners were not
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equally distributed across all districts. Quality and educational outcomes: It is difficult to generalize about the
quality of private schools. However, unfortunately our schools train us otherwise. These figures represent the
latest look at ELs across the country, primarily using publicly available data for the â€”15 and â€”10 school
years. Hover over school districts for information, double-click to zoom in, and select a range from the legend
to see specific views of the data. Study harder!


